
 Welcome everyone.  
 How is everyone - who isn’t at your group? Can you message them?  
 Ask what are you grateful for this week? What have you found to be a challenge this week? 
 Play a game or do an icebreaker.

                                     Mark 4:21 


Does anyone ever bring in a lamp and put it under a bowl or under the bed? Doesn’t he put it on the lamp-stand?  

Luke 8:16

People do not light a lamp and cover it with a bowl or put it under a bed. Instead, they  put it in the lamp-stand, 
so that people will see the light as they come in.  

What does it mean to be a light? (video question)  
What does the light represent in this passage? 

 New made up game (lol) Get your phones out - hopefully everyone will have a torch on their phone if not improvise.  Go 
around the whole group and get each person to either tell a true fact about themselves or a false  fact about themselves. 
Everyone else - If they think the fact is true they put their torch on and if they think it’s false to leave their torches off.  
From last week has your prayer life altered? Have you tried anything different?  
 This week we are looking at the fact that if we are devoted to God we have the awesome privilege of being a light in this dark 
world. 
 Play this weeks video

 Do you think it’s hard being a light in a dark world? What do you find challenging about being a light? Think about school/
college is being a Christian hard?  Remember the Prayer video - you need to connect to the power source! Being a light  

      is much easier if you are connected to the power source!  
 What do you enjoy about being a light?  Jesus’ is saying in this passage why would you want to hide the light? Why would you 
want to hide the Good News of Jesus!?  
 Are you letting the light of God shine in your life? Think back to sessions we have done on sin and repentance, when God 
highlights something in your life do you allow  Him in to your life or push Him away?  
 Are you sharing the light with others? Read Matthew 5:16 

 How can you practically shine the light of Jesus in your life?  Discuss, get the youth come up with ways that they can be 
lights in their schools and Pray. 


